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ABSTRACT

Author: Broughton, Kimberly, N. MA
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: Exploring Double Consciousness: The Rhetoric and Retention of Black Graduate Students
at Predominantly White Institutions
Committee Chair: Dr. Thomas Rickert
This is an exploration of theoretical approaches to W. E. B. DuBois’ notion of “double
consciousness,” which specifically looks at how other scholars have defined DuBois’ philosophy
and what it means for Black graduate students in the 21st century. This project seeks to explore
theorists’ application of this concept, its relations to one another, and its implications for Black
students and faculty in academia. As such, this project examines existing vantage points of what
it means to practice dual identities in various capacities, and how this contributes to students of
color’s understanding and navigation of Black culture within predominantly white institutions.
Additionally, this research surveys and analyzes the experiences of Black graduate students who
have graduated from HBCUs and now pursue graduate degree studies at predominately white
institutions, and the implications their experiences have on the retention rate of Black graduate
students in higher education institutions such as Purdue. This study draws upon primary and
secondary sources about how the possibility for dual identity is constructed, and black identity is
fashioned or influenced, within and outside of predominantly-white academic institutions. This
project also attempts to acknowledge and debunk the rather widely-accepted perceptions of a
monolithic experience for members of the black community and how those ideologies are partially
constructed by an oppressive, dominating white society.
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Historical Perspective on the Education of Blacks in America
From the beginning of the colonization of the African continent, access to a progressive, equal

education for Blacks in its totality, has not existed. Many scholars suggest that the development of
social justice efforts such as affirmative action, and the implementation of diversity and inclusion
programs have bridged the gap between educational opportunities offered to whites versus Blacks.
However, this perception is often skewed by infrequent instances of Blacks penetrating the
predominately white educational system. More specifically, when contending that Blacks have an
equal access to education, this argument is first substantiated by Blacks who have served as
pioneers in education like Ruby Bridges, Henry Ossian Flipper, Booker T. Washington, Fanny
Jackson Coppin, Marie M. Daly, and Alexander Lucius Twilight; and more contemporary
groundbreakers such as Cornell West, Katherine Butler Jones, and Naomi Gray. Although these
accomplishments started a path for other Blacks to pursue a higher education, it is not a holistic
representation of opportunities presented to Black students, nor should it be used as a means of
depreciating the Black collective struggle in obtaining a higher degree.
Whereas physical spaces within educational institutions have become more available for
Blacks, diversity and inclusion involves more than being admitted into a school. It also involves
providing culturally-relevant curriculum for all students, acknowledgement and support of other
cultures, beliefs, and values within scholarly discussions, clubs/organizations, university policies,
and any other sectors of campus-life that concern students. A lack of access to these opportunities
are not only likely to reinforce how Blacks are portrayed as inferior and inhumane, but could also
impact their academic trajectory, pursuance of higher education, how they view themselves as
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scholars, and more importantly, as individuals and future leaders. While the percentage of Black
students in higher education may have relatively increased, the system of education in the United
States is still monopolized by and structured to benefit the dominant culture. This study contends
that this truth has significantly contributed to the experiences of Black scholars considering the
dominant culture is often positioned as the benchmark for the framework of success in the
academy.

1.2

Retaining African American Students in Higher Education
A focus point of this research explores the impact double consciousness or lack of inclusivity

has on a predominantly white institutions’ retention of Black students. In an article titled,
“Minority Student Retention: Resources for Practitioners,” Alan Seidman examines the positive
and negative effects environmental matters could have on African American students and other
students of color remaining enrolled in an institution of higher learning. Some of the elements he
considered were:
1. Does the student have a roommate of the same ethnic background?
2. How does having a roommate of similar heritage or background influence their academic
performance?
3. Is the student a first-generation college student? If so, does this produce a lack of
academic support from parents?
4. Does the student have financial inadequacies that may hinder them from completing their
studies?
5. What were the students’ social expectations prior to attending the college or university?
6. What was the student’s family structure like? Did they grow up in a single-parent home?
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7. How much energy and dedication do students give to being involved in academic and
cultural activities, in addition to intentionally making opportunities to get to know the
university’s faculty.
From evaluating each of the factors listed, Seidman discovered that financial conditions largely
contributed to recruiting, retaining, and graduating Black students. This claim was substantiated
through research conducted by Christopher C. Landry in 2002-2003 who found that HBCU
administrators concurred that economic instability was the main reason for students deciding to
leave. In addition to finances, Landry discovered that students unenrolled from school also had
difficulty adjusting socially, emotionally, and in finding a solid support system or person to turn
to. Although this study focused on first-year African-American women, Landry thought it to be
conducive that HBCUs typically implement mentoring programs where faculty members met with
students in small groups and individually to guide them through their transition. He concluded that
such programs also come in the form of upperclassman mentoring incoming students, or the
implementation of culturally-specific, interest-based student organization to aid students in
becoming enculturated to university life.
Jeraniqua Martin and Julie Figueroa (faculty mentor) studied the correlation between
diversity and retention of underrepresented students in higher education. The mission of this
research was to provide higher education institutions with methods to creating and sustaining a
diverse student body. Martin aimed to explore why these issues are more prevalent at institutions
that are either predominantly white or Black. She provides relevant statistics that illustrates the
gravity of this matter.
Retention rates for students of underrepresented backgrounds are even more
frightening (Artiles and Trent 1994). Nora and Cabrera (1996) suggest that during
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the mid-1980s, African Americans and Hispanics had the highest college dropout
rates. Smedley, Myers, and Harrell (199, 1) agree by saying “African-American
and other non-Asian minority students attending predominantly White colleges are
less likely to graduate within five years.”
One of the main reasons Martin contends that this is a prevalent, cyclical issue is due to the
application in which institutions use “diversity.” Although higher education regards “diversity” as
variances in a population’s ethnicity, age, socio-economic background, religion, geographical
location, etc., it often omits the “disproportionate representation across racial/ethnic groups in
higher education” (75). As a result, other factors such as classroom curriculum and campus cultural
activities are geared towards the majority. Similar to Seidman and Landry’s studies, this research
also proposes identical reasoning as to why Black graduate students at PWIs may or may not
consider disenrolling from school.
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CHAPTER 2.

METHODOLOGY

In order to the answer the question of how African American students in predominatelywhite institutions understand and experience double consciousness, this study solicited
participants from Purdue’s Black Grad Connect groupme. Messages were posted in the group chat,
as well as sent to 34 members individually (see Appendix A). Participation in this study was
strictly voluntary. The message included a brief synopsis about the purpose of the study and a link
to a survey created through Purdue’s Qualtrics system (see Appendix B). The survey consisted of
21 questions regarding the participants’ experience attending an HBCU, their reasoning for
choosing a predominately white institution for further studies (specifically Purdue), their level of
involvement in on-campus cultural activities, and how other factors such as the structure of their
specific graduate program has contributed to their feeling included and freely able to express their
form of blackness. Students were given five weeks to respond (February 13th – March 20th).
According to participants’ responses, I was able to closely analyze factors that have contributed to
students’ understanding of self and double consciousness, and navigation of Purdue’s
predominately white campus as Black graduate students. Results were compiled to contribute to
the scholarship surrounding Dubois’ theory, and to gain a better understanding of the retention
rates of Black graduate students at Purdue.
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CHAPTER 3.

3.1

THEORETICAL ISSUES & CONFLICTS

Double Consciousness, Spring 2017 Preliminary Evaluation
W. E. B. DuBois’ notion of “double consciousness” has penetrated the academic trajectory

of many African American students. The research suggests that the most common understanding
of double consciousness is the internal struggle one endures when attempting to live according to
their natural, cultural identity – yet, also feeling obligated to conform to the identity structured for
them by white supremacists or elitists (Pittman). In Spring 2017, a survey was conducted among
Black graduate students at Purdue University. Students were encouraged to reflect on their
experience and to offer their perspective on how they’ve come to shape or understand their identity
within a predominately white environment. Questions posed were: Do you participate in oncampus cultural activities/organizations (i.e. Black cultural center, Black Graduate Student
Association, etc.)? In what ways has participating in cultural activities or groups contributed to
your academic success? Do you believe that Purdue creates an environment that is inclusive to
multicultural practices? Explain. Do you experience a double consciousness or varying identities
as a result of being a Black student at a predominately white institution? Do you have difficulty
with responding to how white society constructs your identity, in conjunction with how you already
see yourself as a person of color? In what ways has your graduate program’s curriculum or
method of instruction embraced/neglected to embrace other cultural practices?
Out of approximately 15 responses, the majority of the participant’s answers, predictably,
depicted very little variation regarding the institution’s lack of cultural inclusivity. However, one
unexpected common thread throughout the responses involved their understanding of terms such
as “culture,” “whiteness,” and “double consciousness.” The responses widely varied. Participants’
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responses to “culture” was described as “African American culture” and/or a lifestyle that is
common among those who identify themselves as such. Or “culture” was regarded as “culture of
scholarship” that concerns different means of transferring knowledge or instruction. “Whiteness”
was not only used when speaking of white society or the dominant culture, but also as a state of
mind and something that is internalized, not just by a group of people or action. More specifically,
someone could experience “whiteness” when identifying with the perception the dominant culture
is known to have of them without directly experiencing it themselves. Thus, the students reflected
various approaches and understanding of what double consciousness means. Approximately 55%
(9/16) declared that this duality of self does exist and affects their studies; while the remaining
45% persisted that it doesn’t exist because they’ve acquired self-confidence and cultural pride or
they experienced it infrequently or “not as much as others.” For the intended purpose of further
research, this paper will explore the approach other scholars have taken to this concept, in an effort
to develop a concise, relevant definition by which students can measure their experiences.
Ultimately, this analysis will contribute to the overall exploration of the experiences of Black
graduate students, particularly those who have graduated from historically black colleges and
universities (HBCUs) and now pursue graduate studies at predominately white institutions, in
relation to their understanding of double consciousness.

3.2

Ernest Allen’s “DuBoisian Double Consciousness”
In Ernest Allen Jr.’s text, “DuBoisian Double Consciousness: The Unsustainable

Argument,” he attempts to clarify a common misconception about the definition of double
consciousness by contextualizing the way he believes DuBois structured it. Allen contends that
there is a common misreading of this concept as being an “Afro-American cultural dilemma”
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(217). In other words, Allen deems that because the meaning of double consciousness is so
frequently taken out of its historical context, many scholars have taught it to mean that it refers to
enmity between the “nationalist and assimilated collective identity of Afro Americans,” or those
who embrace and are devoted to their African culture, versus those who conform to the ideologies
and hierarchy of the current system (218). Considering the context in which this philosophy was
formed, Allen suggests that Afro-Americans in the nineteenth century were already culturally
assimilated to the dominant culture, and that nationalist tendencies of Afro-Americans began at
the inception of the New Negro Renaissance period where they began to exude cultural pride
through poetry and literature. Though he doesn’t oppose that their incorrect comprehension is
applicable to contemporary issues, it isn’t explicitly what DuBois intended.
One of the primary reasons why contemporary scholars misconstrue the meaning of double
consciousness is because of language shifts throughout the years. As time goes on, words tend to
take on different meanings according to sociohistorical contexts. One word in particular, one in
which has been problematic throughout previous survey responses, is “culture.” In the 1900s, this
term was only used to reference art and fashion, or give meaning to the conduct of those in the
upper social class (219). Anything or anyone who did not fit into those categories were labeled as
inhumane or uncultured. A more modern and widespread definition of “culture,” is “a way of life”
(Li & Karakowsky). Brown and Schein of Organizational Culture says that,
Culture is very much about groups, and a basic need of groups is to be able to
communicate, both at a superficial level (for which ordinary language largely
suffices) and also at a deeper level of meaning. At this deeper level, words, actions
and things can become imbued with special and specific meaning for the group, for
example:
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•

A group-specific jargon and language, such as derogatory descriptors of
outsiders.

•

Rituals for greetings, meetings, punishments and other group processes.

•

Artwork and artifacts that symbolize and remind the group of their history.

Different from Brown and Schein, Allen provides an example that illustrates why the most
contemporary understanding of “culture” doesn’t support DuBois’ meaning of double
consciousness. Allen uses the experience of the talented tenth, along with those of other educated,
Black elitist. Most students who DuBois would consider the talented tenth were raised in families
that enforced “middle-class values and a Victorian code of behavior” (219). Although Allen
doesn’t go in-depth with what these particular values entail and especially how they operate within
an American capitalist system, he reasons that their education was structured by white elitists and
faculty who prescribed these (perhaps, elitists) values, and deemed it necessary to only teach of
their heritage – American and Anglo-Saxon – despite their classrooms containing other ethnicities.
Similarly, this same mode of thought and conduct were imitated and prevalent in Black schools
such as Atlanta University (now Clark-Atlanta University) and Howard University (143). Much
of their ideologies and learning goals appeared to strive to emulate that of the white upper-class –
a deportment known as respectability politics. The talented tenth became to the remainder of the
Black community, what the white, patriarchal system was to them all. It is presumed that the
students were not taught anything about their African heritage, whether in the home or in school.
Thus, Allen deems it very unlikely that they experienced a duality or battle between Afrocentrism
and Eurocentrism, because they only knew of one.
Additionally, as the concept of “culture” being a “way of life” had not yet existed in the
language of scholars during DuBois’ time, and there isn’t a monolithic way of doing things among
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Blacks (as seen by the talented tenth), Allen doesn’t suppose the idea that DuBois was speaking
of precise characteristics of a particular race that was completely extraneous to that of other
nationalities. Although DuBois sometimes acknowledged that dissimilarities existed between
Blacks and whites, it was never articulated in a manner that suggested they were conflicting
dissimilarities, but rather differences that actually balanced one another. Ostensibly, Blacks
detained a power that whites didn’t and likewise.
Despite implications of what double consciousness could actually mean in its proper
sociohistorical context, Allen looks to the only passage in The Soul of Black Folk that blatantly
states this concept as his means of analysis. This text derives from DuBois’ work entitled,
“Strivings of the Negro People” states,
It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at
one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world
that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his two-ness? an
American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two
warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being
torn asunder.
Conducting an apparent rhetorical analysis, Allen highlights certain terms and phrases that
depict why the most common understanding of double consciousness as the battle between being
American and African is misinterpreted. Presumably, double consciousness only exists when one
“looks at one self through the eyes of others,” or internalizes the negative perception of themselves
from an opposing group. To suggest that this concept is a conflict between being Black versus
white (or dominant group), is to perpetuate the divide that already exists and to imply that there is
a homogenous way of experiencing and/or embracing the Black “culture.”
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Allen’s theory offers a probable approach to studying Black students’ experience with
navigating predominately white environments. If proceeding with Allen’s theoretical approach as
the foundation of this study, it would require that double consciousness be perceived as not only
being aware that the dominant ethnicity has a negative perception of Blacks or other marginalized
groups, but the actual act of accepting that viewpoint as a reality. This may easily be received as a
political approach of assimilation, as one does not proceed to dismantle such false notions. Allen’s
theory may be clearly evident in some of the responses received during the initial study.
Respondent 14 says that he/she does not experience double consciousness “as much as
others” because he/she was brought up in a church, school, neighborhood, and town that were
majority white. However, he/she still does has difficulty with how white society fashions his/her
identity as an African American. According to Allen’s theory, this student actually does experience
double consciousness because of their internalization of how white society perceives them.
Conversely, respondent 13 was very adamant about not experiencing double consciousness due to
owning her identity as a Black woman and refraining from conversations about race. As a result
of respondent 13 not showing indication that the opinion of white elites does not affect her
perception of self, in alignment with Allen’s theory, the student would be said not to experience
double consciousness, though it can be implied that she is aware of the other group’s vantage point.
Similar to respondent 14, respondent 10 says that he/she also grew up in what most would
consider being a “diverse” environment. However, this respondent says that this ultimately
developed a “colorblind approach” to viewing racial injustices and discrimination. This student
says that while attending an HBCU for undergraduate studies, there was a lot of diversity and
inclusion as the institution did not expect every student with a Black phenotype to have the same
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Black experience. Prior to graduate school, respondent 10 viewed themselves as “socially fluid”
and unknowingly colorblind until attending grad school at Purdue. This student says,
Coming to Purdue was an eye-opening experience for me. Because I operated with
a “color blind” lens, I consider myself to be socially fluid. However when I was
first confronted with racially motivated implicit bias it was shocking in the sense
that I didn’t initially identify it as racism. It was very traumatic for me...My
experience at Purdue has “awakened” me in the further development of my double
consciousness.
This student’s experience seemingly correlates with that of the students of the talented
tenth described in Allen’s text. Initially, it would be unfitting to describe one’s experience as dual
identity if unaware of social injustices. However, according to Allen’s theory, it would also be
inappropriate to deem this as double consciousness since the student doesn’t seem to be
exclusively considerate of white’s view of her, just aware of it. There lacks an indication that,
unlike respondent 14, respondent 10 is “measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on
in amused contempt and pity.”
Nevertheless, Allen’s philosophy seems to become insufficient when he also contends that
DuBois’ theory requires a level of assimilation for those who are aware that such prejudices exist.
This declaration becomes an issue because he fails to clarify that the call for assimilation varies
according to social context, culture, and ethnicity. For instance, immigrants – those who choose to
resettle from another country to the United States – are expected, and in some instances, required
to acclimate to the standards and expectations of how the ideal American should operate –
politically, socially, behaviorally, etc. They are adjusting or adhering to a set of rules, expectation,
or structure in an effort to be welcomed into the American lifestyle. Although Blacks succumb to
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a position of assimilation, it is under difference conditions that further makes them inferior to white
supremacy.
Assimilation for Africans in America means forced concurrence with white American
ideology and civilization. Since the inception of Africans being removed from their African
homelands to our modern-day society, “the concept of “black humanity” was, for the majority of
white people, an oxymoron—otherwise, the systemic and consistent cruelties and degradations
could not have been maintained,” as novelist Laila Lalami states. In other words, to recognize
African Americans as humans, was to recognize the level of deplorable and constant inhumane
treatment of them by white supremacists. Blacks, acknowledging the hierarchy of power that was
their societal standard, assimilated in various ways for the sake of their livelihood and hope of
obtaining human and civil rights. The means of assimilation was contingent upon the individual
and time period. For some, it actually meant accepting the subordinate work positions, the
humiliation, and being classified as property because it was practically impossible to dismantle an
institution of treachery and power, and perhaps that’s what the way life was intended to be.
However, as time progressed and Blacks appeared to receive more access to what was once
considered white privileges, their approach to assimilation came in the form of receiving a
Eurocentric education, dressing well, and speaking “properly.” It involved changing hair texture,
skin complexion, or assigning “non-ethnic” names to ensure limited discrimination. Although
these attributes in and of themselves aren’t assimilation, practicing them with the hopes of
acquiring acknowledgement, status, and approval from the elite made it so. Any way that one
attempts to amend “blackness” as a mechanism for social upward mobility is considered
assimilation. Such practices later came to be referred to as respectability politics.
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Respectability politics, as alluded to through Black activists, has subsisted within the larger
Black American community, since the inception of their placement in the U.S. Previous Research
support the false notion that if Blacks do things differently (i.e. receive an education, dress and
speak appropriately, change their attitude or behavior, etc.), then they can earn the respect and
equality from their white counterparts. This concept is also evident and prevalent in matters such
as police brutality where Blacks must operate a particular way as not to “threaten” the officer;
women must wear clothes that doesn’t provoke men to sexually assault them; and Black women
shouldn’t show anger or be too loud unless she is demonized as the “angry Black women” (WalleyJean). While many Blacks anticipate that changing their behavior will allow for better treatment,
when in fact, it only places the blame of injustice on the victims rather than holding the culprit
responsible. Additionally, it produces a fabricated assurance for those who believe that they can
gain justice within a system of racism through various acts of assimilation.
Jomills Henry Braddock II of Johns Hopkins University discusses other forms of
assimilation coined by Gordon, that are apparent in cultural groups and within educational
institutions. Braddock states,
Cultural assimilation, like acculturation, refers to the process whereby an ethnic or
racial group absorbs the cultural and behavioral patterns of the larger society.
Structural assimilation, in contrast, refers to the process whereby minority groups
gain entry into the social cliques, organizations, institutional activities, and general
civic life of the majority society…Blacks, for example, though perhaps more
acculturated than many other racial or ethnic minorities, have for the most part been
excluded from full and equal participation in America’s major social institutions
through long- established patterns of discrimination and segregation.
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Many Black leaders of Dubois’ time implemented many of these forms of assimilation
when addressing the plight of African Americans. Considering the contrasting, yet similar
strategies of Booker T. Washington, DuBois, and Marcus Garvey, it is evident that respectability
politics occurred and continues to take place in our society. Most of Washington’s ideals requests
that Blacks work towards educational improvement for themselves and gaining other rights will
automatically follow. Here, Washington’s theory that if Blacks could learn what the white elitists
learned or acquire the knowledge they had, then they will be able to progress in society. Although
Washington adamantly pursued educational advancements and provided ways for others to attend
college, it had to be done through conforming to the majority’s expectations. Because the
oppressed were fixated on ensuring that they’re progression aligned with or didn’t offend the
privileged, they inevitably made little to no change at all.
Such clarification and examples of assimilation further rejects the use of Allen’s
philosophy for this study. According to Lalami, Braddock, and Gordon, being cognizant of existing
prejudices does not categorize one as an assimilationist, but when that person allows the
preconceptions and expectations of the majority to dictate how they choose to navigate their
blackness and individuality, then they’ve fallen victim of assimilating.

3.3

Marc E. Black’s “Meanings & Typologies of DuBoisian Double Consciousness”
Another scholar, Marc E. Black addresses double consciousness as the multifaceted concept

it appears to be, and that speaks to its political implications, colorblindness, and call for uniformity.
Similar to Allen, Black believes that there is a deficit in DuBois’ explanation of double
consciousness (or lack thereof). Thus, he examines the concept to bring clarification to the
conflicting identities of African Americans, while also aiming to make a call-to-action to white
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Americans to recognize their privilege and the system of double consciousness as a “shared
burden” (v). One facet that Allen shies away from, yet Black addresses, is that the need for
adequately comprehending the meaning of double consciousness is because it stems from a system
of racism. The experiences of marginalized groups, specifically that of African Americans, cannot
be reduced to the simple act of coopting to the negative views of a supremacist society. Rather, as
Black argues, double consciousness is “the condition of African Americans being forced to try to
maintain and develop their own self-definitions while enduring hostile and negating identities that
are imposed by the outside white supremacist society through the racism of many white
Americans” (3). Black’s working definition of double consciousness, despite not being explicitly
stated in DuBois’ original introduction of it or other scholar’s interpretation, can be applied to
other conditions and circumstances.
According to Black’s interpretation, DuBois produced the idea of dual identity to express
the apparent confliction African Americans endure when striving to make sense of themselves as
“human beings and as blacks who are positioned as racially inferior in a white supremacist society”
(5). For Black, DuBois argued that as part of an oppressed, racist system, African Americans are
innately forced to toil between their humanity and being considered racially subordinate to whites
who are believed to set the standard for what it means to be American. Black illustrates where
DuBois argues that it is historical accounts that attempt to convince people that “being an
American means African Americans have to be integrated, assimilated or marginalized for
subordination and invisibility instead of their being included as full citizens on their own equally
negotiated terms” (6).
Historical accounts tend to only discuss ways in which America’s capitalist system neglects
to sincerely include underrepresented groups when it comes to ensuring inclusion and protection,
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in order to further perpetuate their domineering power – similar to the discussions found in the
work of philosophers such as Jurgen Habermas, Benedict Anderson, and Thomas Nail. More
specifically, historical accounts typically show the false assurance that is embedded in the
country’s disposition that “others” can acquire the “American Dream” (i.e. liberty, upward social
mobility, justice, protection under the law, etc.). However, Black’s analysis of DuBois illustrates
that African Americans are not restricted to the expectations set by those who constitute
mainstream America. Although there is an expectation that Blacks will inevitably have to
assimilate, Black argues that DuBois believes that African Americans are a very resilient group
that, despite negative experiences imposed by white supremacists, tend to find strength in one
another and embrace their own idea of self-worth (6).
Black believes that Allen is successful in explicating that double consciousness is not a
conflict between the supposed cultures of Blacks and whites. However, he opposes Allen’s
viewpoint in that he does not explicitly state how it is a racially imposed matter. In many ways,
Allen’s evidence of what constitutes double consciousness appears to align with the working
definition that Black provides of it being a disruption in the understanding of the identity of self.
Black’s interpretation of DuBois becomes applicable to many of the students’ responses,
particularly when he says,
DuBois sees that African Americans can be Americans without the subordination
part. By illuminating how the ―strength of African Americans keeps them ―from
being torn asunder, he highlights that despite the efforts of whites to completely
subordinate African Americans and impose negative and racist identities, most
African Americans find alternative schemas to these inferior definitions and strive
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to retain views of themselves that are more self-defined, humane and accurate
(1965, 215).
Much of this is illustrated through the students’ responses regarding navigating negative or
unwelcoming environments at a predominately white institution. When asked, “In what ways has
participating in cultural activities or groups contributed to your academic success,” here is how
some of the participants responded:
Respondent 14: Meaningful relationships have kept me accountable for my
success. They have helped me stay grounded and fuel the fire within to work
towards social justice, which has also been a focus of my research agenda.
Respondent 16: It gives me a space to unwind, stimulate creative thinking, and
most importantly continue to push forward from being around people who have
faced the same grad struggles and experiences you have.
Respondent 10: Participating in the activities and groups are affirming for my
experiences and are often a source of empowerment for me while in predominately
white spaces.
Respondent 6: It has helped me to feel more grounded and accepted compared to
my academic program environment
Respondent 4: Safe space, enhanced cultural awareness, reclaim my Black scholar
identity, conversations only fellow black grads can relate to.
If proceeding with Black’s theoretical approach as the foundation of this study, it would
require that double consciousness be perceived as a consequence of existing within a racist,
capitalist system. It would be a call for solidarity for those who experience double consciousness,
as well as other marginalized groups. Black’s perception of double consciousness does not only
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just recognize those who may be a victim of it, but also the group contribute to it – in this case,
mainstream American and some predominately white institutions. Black’s interpretation, unlike
Allen’s, cannot be seen as an internalization of negative perceptions, but an active knowledge and
reaction to where double consciousness stems from.

3.4

Tiffany Brannon’s "'Two Souls, Two Thoughts,' Two Self-Schemas
The next work that this thesis examines is Tiffany Brannon’s "'Two Souls, Two Thoughts,'

Two Self-Schemas: Double Consciousness Can Have Positive Academic Consequences for
African Americans.” Brannon’s work fits perfectly between Black’s and Allen’s in that it examines
how African American students’ experiences of double consciousness should be thought of as a
“gift.” Developing somewhere between Allen’s contentions of double consciousness as
internalizing negative perceptions, and Black’s understanding that it is a result of system racism,
the authors of this text suggest that the concept of double consciousness should be thought of as
leading to two self-schemas, or being able to function both independently and interdependently of
mainstream American culture. Exploring how negative perceptions of marginalized groups can be
used as change agents for African American student, Brannon contends that students of color who
experience a “two-ness” or double-consciousness (in this case, having to vacillate between two
cultures – American and African American) are prone to have a heightened sense of critical
thinking, verbal, and problem-solving skills. The authors credit this to their obligation to be
socially and consciously aware of varying ideas and principles, in addition to their own. Brannon,
whose stance is heavily influenced by the work of DuBois and Richard Wright, also describes this
“gift” as not only having the capacity to provide autonomy (independence), but to also view one’s
identity in relation to others or the dominant culture (interdependence) (Brannon, 587).
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Brannon and other authors believe that self-schemas are conducive to the academic success
of African American students. They define self-schemas as a means of rationality or thought that
can assist in how one manages their behavior. Self-schemas are said to be cultivated by one’s
social environment. It supposedly aids them in being able to identify who they are, their purpose,
and their relationship others/events around them. Similar to Allen, Brannon is swift to clarify the
definition of African American “culture” as not being an entirely detached or different way of life
(using the contemporary definition, not Allen’s 19 century definition), but that it operates in
th

relations to mainstream American culture. In studies one, two, and five of this text, the authors
hypothesize that African American students switch behaviors when in a predominately white
environment – behaving independently, versus when surrounded by African American culture –
behaving interdependently.
To gain a clearer understanding of self-schemas and Brannon’s correlation of it to double
consciousness, it is important to expound on the concept of self-schemas. As understood by social
psychologists Rhiannon Turner, Richard J Crisp, John D. DeLamater, and Daniel J. Myers,
schemas refer to the mental framework to label and identify things according to our knowledge of
the world. Just as humans have the capacity to hold understandings about abstract things of the
world, we also develop schemas about ourselves – hence self-schemas. Slightly dissimilar to
regular schemas, a self-schema is a developed perception of how we view ourselves – the way we
rationalize, express ourselves, and reaction in particular situations. It is one’s knowledge of their
character, with consideration of lived experiences and past situations. Ultimately, it is the overall
belief about oneself. However, it is important to note that although self-schemas are personalized,
they are influenced by social environments, upbringings, morals/values, interactions with others,
and their reception, eventually forming our concept of self. As Brannon states within the text, self-
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schemas influence how one behaves. It is believed that those who are self-schematic, having a
higher awareness of self and individual function, are very likely to perform well in any capacity.
Similarly, the authors of this text view DuBois’ double consciousness in the same matter.
Through five various studies, they evaluate African American students who display marks of being
self-schematic to see if it impacts their performance in school. Although Brannon’s findings
illustrate how students’ self-reported grades improved, she acknowledges that these advantages
are only possible in an environment that is inclusive to multicultural practices. Similar to Black,
Brannon admits to understanding that double-consciousness stems from racial discrepancies and
injustices and says, “potential academic benefits of double consciousness as two self-schemas can
be realized when U.S. educational settings make it safe and inviting for African Americans to
recruit an interdependent self-schema associated with African American culture” (587). This
statement speaks both to the inclusivity of African American culture into academic instruction,
and possibly why precise implementation of it is essential to the consciousness, construction of
identity, and academic success of the African American student, as well as the importance of
acknowledging that students, or African Americans as a whole, are not one in the same because
they’re associated with the same culture.
Despite some students indicating that, according to their individual understanding of
double consciousness, they do not experience this duality; their earlier responses also implied that
they rely on an interdependence as Brannon defines, which itself is a sense of double
consciousness. When asked, “Do you experience a double consciousness or varying identities as a
result of being a Black student at a predominately white institution? Here are some of the students’
responses:
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Respondent 12: Yes. I have different childhood experiences, differences in music
preference. Differences in how important diversity and intersectionality is in all
aspects of life.
Respondent 8: Yes, I often felt as if i had to prove my worth in various communities
and campus contexts. For the larger white campus, i felt i had to do everything from
academics to dress to discussions super well. In the black community, i had to
always hear references in regards to colorism, therefore, in some black circles i
did not feel a part of either.
Respondent 7: Yes. Depending on the space. I try to be myself but sometimes I
wonder if it is seen as "unprofessional." I don't code switch as well as some others
so it is really cognitively draining to try to be anyone other than my authentic self.
Respondent 6: I think I do, but probably due to other identity concerns and
working to fit in. Sometimes it feels like the means to be successful are at odds with
my personal identity.
Respondent 4: Yes. But it's more than that. It's being Black in a predominately
white town, county, region, state, and nation. And I’m referring to whiteness as a
state of mind. There are plenty of people of color who think with the white mentality
imposed on them by this nation.
Respondent 1: Yes, everyday, due to earlier experiences, and discerning when to
use slang in social interactions with other races can be confusing.
If proceeding with Brannon’s theoretical approach as the foundation of this study, it would
suggest that double consciousness is applicable to everyone who has a sense of self-schema, or an
awareness of self and those around them as a consequence of existing within a racist, capitalist
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system. However, it would also imply that one way for people to endure or manage double
consciousness is to develop interdependence among those within the same culture or ethnicity.
Students in Brannon’s study, similar to the study conducted in Spring 2017, acknowledged their
dual identity and found ways not to allow it to impede on their academic success by finding a safe
space among those of similar circumstances. Nevertheless, this emphasizes throughout the study
how essential it is that the educational institution provide a space that is conducive for students to
navigate their identities.

3.5

Jack A. Taylor III’s Contentions on Double Consciousness
Finally, Jack A. Taylor III of Bowling Green State University, also challenges many

scholars’ contentions on consciousness – including that of Allen’s. Taylor concludes that other
interpretations of DuBois’ philosophy have either neglected to sufficiently place the concept in
proper historical context or viewed it exclusively as a sole reaction to European philosophers.
Thus, Taylor’s goal is to fill such “historical gaps” by highlighting significant improvements made
in understanding human and societal experiences as a result of DuBois’ efforts. Taylor observed
that most of the opposing explanations of double consciousness derives from DuBois’ two
commonly quoted passages. The first one references Blacks as being the “seventh son” that is only
able of seeing and assessing himself through the lens of white America (25). The second one states
that
The history of the American Negro is the history of this strife—this longing to attain
self-conscious manhood, to merge his double self into a better and truer self. In this
merging he wishes neither of his older selves to be lost. He would not Africanize
America, for America has too much to teach the world and Africa. He would not
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bleach his Negro soul in a flood of white Americanism, for he knows that Negro
blood has a message for the world. He simply wishes to make it possible for a man
to be both a Negro and an American, without being cursed and spit upon by his
fellows, without having the doors of opportunity closed roughly in his face.
Clearly, Taylor seeks to illustrate the inadequacy of other scholars’ interpretation by taking a
unique route to frame his argument on the basis of establishing what double consciousness is not.
While the two previously mentioned passages are relevant to explicating double consciousness,
Taylor suggests that scholars such as Allen deliberately disregards DuBois’ implications of double
consciousness in his earlier text entitled, “Conversation of the Races.” While most scholars are
consumed with maintaining an anthropological viewpoint and evaluation of double consciousness,
it has developed a conundrum where this notion is confined to being a general African American
cultural dilemma, rather than an internal psychological confliction experienced by African
Americans individually. Taylor’s assertion is that scholars limit DuBois’ meaning of double
consciousness to two brief passages from one text, thus, producing and perpetuating a false
understanding of DuBois’ scholarship.
According to Taylor’s study, he dates the misinterpretation of DuBois’ concept as far back
as early the 1900s when scholars such as Gerald Early, a renowned professor of African American
Studies, constructed claims that double consciousness was solely applicable to a wavering between
“nationalist and assimilated collective identity” where “culture” and “identity” are, again,
inaccurately used interchangeably. Taylor states,
Herein lays the problem…19th century African American scholars and intellectuals
were already culturally assimilated Americans “whose nationalist leanings, when
expressed in what we today would call ‘cultural terms,’ overwhelmingly favored a
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vindicationist history extolling the achievements of peoples of African descent” …
Given the “Talented Tenth’s” Apollonian bent and favoritism, how is it possible
for those talented ones to experience their “twoness” as their Dionysian impulses—
that is, the more instinctual, and attracting aspects of nature that are said to be
embodied by blacks and black culture—have been eclipsed by Apollonian
rationality?
Although Taylor insinuates that Allen’s contentions should be disregarded in its entirety,
he proceeds to makes a similar, if not identical, stance suggesting that African Americans between
1800-1900 were inevitably culturally assimilated. While Allen argues that the nationalistic
propensities of African Americans were ignited during the New Negro Renaissance as “cultural
pride,” Taylor uses the comparison between literary concepts of Dionysian and Apollonian to
substantiate the same claim as to why a “black cultural” approach and natural sense of duality does
not suffice for properly understanding double consciousness.
The Dionysian and Apollonian, originating from Zeus’ sons - Apollo and Dionysus, is a
dichotomic theoretical model developed from various characteristics of Greek mythology. Apollo,
god of light, is known for his rational thinking, self-control, and value of human culture, while
Dionysus is the god of tragedy and regarded as the one of irrationality, intoxication, and
absurdity. Taylor uses these two as symbols of opposing focuses that is evident when scholars
debate that double consciousness is a vacillation between Black and European culture. According
to Taylor, Apollonian represents the European culture – “rationality,” white America, and the
standard of civility. Dionysian represents “instinctual” – the alleged culture of Blacks. Thus, he
argues that it is difficult, or even impossible, for one to truly experience Dionysian qualities (i.e.
struggles of the Black community or what it means to “be” Black), if all they know is Apollonian
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virtues– white America’s standards, beliefs, expectations, and “rationality.” Though this
explanation derives from the presumed experiences of the talented tenth and could be appropriate
for an anthropological approach, that was not DuBois’ intention. Taylor claims that although
DuBois was inconsistent in adequately structuring his theory to maintain a focused point, the
concept is more of an epistemological framework with phenomenological tendencies versus
anthropological.
More specifically, Taylor does not believe that DuBois is referring to one’s psyche, the
study of human cultures with consideration of their race, culture, and social development, or the
toiling of two varying identities within Blacks. Instead, double consciousness focuses on the two
lingering identities that society has construed and expected Blacks to select from in order to
understand themselves as American or Black. Because Eurocentric ideas and descendants are
considered the benchmark for humanity, Blacks are inevitably only given the liberty of discovering
what or who they are in relations to the social standards that were already set before them - an
epistemic stance. Phenomenological factors assist in this discovery as Blacks individually further
begin to form their individual understanding of self through personal experiences.
If proceeding with Taylor’s theoretical approach as the foundation of this study, it would
suggest that double consciousness, though holding more of an epistemological standpoint, cannot
be limited to a stagnant definition as many scholars have attempted to do. Conversely, it would
require that one sees double consciousness as a social construction that categorizes or restricts the
way Blacks are permitted to view themselves. All the while, it also provides room for Blacks to
address the question of “Who am I,” as they take into consideration personal experiences that speak
to their identity. Similar to Brannon’s contentions, Taylor’s theory of double consciousness
requires a level of self-schema or self-awareness, while also being cognizant of the atmosphere
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and expectations of the surrounding social environment. Applying Taylor’s perspective would also
imply that double consciousness cannot be referred to as a cultural dilemma or an act of embracing
Black culture versus Eurocentric culture because “culture,” as conventionally understood actually
does not exist. As the example of the talented tenth revealed, it is unfitting to reason that because
one identifies as Black, that they also share the same experiences, morals, perspectives or values.
This is illustrated through the students’ responses regarding their individual experiences
with navigating predominately spaces, the impact dominant perception has on how they view
themselves. When asked, “Do you have difficulty with responding to how white society constructs
your identity, in conjunction with how you already see yourself as a person of color?” here is how
some of the participants responded:
Respondent 13: No, I am comfortable with being a black woman. I have decided
to refrain from conversations that pertain to race. Some people are ignorant and
choose to remain ignorant about issues pertaining to race. It is not my job to
educate someone about right and wrongs about race. I think other people may have
different experiences in their departments, but ENE is very supportive of my
interests. I feel like I have a voice. A day may come where I feel differently but as
of right now. I feel as though I belong here.
Respondent 14: Yes, absolutely.
Respondent 15: Somewhat, I believe more so previously, but now I purposefully
express my blackness often and try highlighting/challenging white cultural norms
that are present.
Respondent 10: Yes. I think it is very harmful to the black psyche when you are
deemed smart by "white society". I say this because often the whites I come across
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will frequently tell me that I'm not like other black people. And it makes me reflect
as to whether they just haven't encounter many black people or they don’t view me
as being black. I am black and I am proud of my identity. I almost feel it's necessary
for me to assert my identity in these predominately white spaces in efforts to alter
perception about being black.
Respondent 8: No, i have learned to accept the things i can’t change in terms of
how racist whites view me. However, although i can’t change mindsets, i can work
"in my lane" to help eliminate the degree or frequency of racism.
Respondent 7: No because I grew up in a majority black city and attended an
HBCU as an undergrad. I know who I am. It doesn't matter how others see me.
Respondent 1: To a degree but, I have to create my own identity while realizing
what they think of me without re-enforcing it.
Although the diversity in responses is evident, it also speaks to culture not being holistically
the same for every Black person. What is problematic within Taylor’s standpoint is that while
aiming to ensure that his scholarship refrains from placing homogenous expectations on
individuals that identify as Black, he indubitably holds to the stereotype by referring to the Black
community or “culture” as Dionysian, and Eurocentric ideology as Apollonian. According to
Camille Paglia’s text Sex and Violence, or Nature and Art, she elaborates on the idea of the
Apollonian and Dionysian contrast. Like Taylor, Paglia suggests that there is indeed a correlation
between the philosophical characteristic of the two Greek gods and most of the Western
culture. Within this dichotomy, Apollonian represents, “rationality, celibacy, intellectualism,
restraint, and goal-oriented progress…the Dionysian (or Chthonian) is associated with
irrationality, ecstasy, ignorance, anti-intellectualism, sloth, sexual indulgence, and unrestrained
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procreation” (Steinem). Paglia further describes that Apollonian values reflect Judeo-Christianity,
presumably pure, holy, and righteous, while Dionysian ideologies correlate with that of Paganism,
a religious practice that is often associated with being evil, ungodly, and idolatrous. Finally, she
describes the gods as mirroring stereotypical gender roles by
… associating the Apollonian with men and the Dionysian with women, and then
hypothesizing that all progress in civilization was made by Apollonian forces, viz.,
men rebelling against the Dionysian wildness of women. Paglia argues that
historical fact of male domination is arts, politics and science…Women, in contrast,
have traditionally devoted most of their mental and physical energy to pregnancy,
nursing, childrearing, etc., and have thus lacked the time and energy that men have
been able to devote to other pursuits.
The terms used for this comparison of Black (Dionysian) and white (Apollonian) culture
preserves the stereotypes that Blacks have strived to obliterate for numerous years. Viewing it
from a sociohistorical and racial perspective, the connotation of words weighs heavily on the way
the said object or group of people are viewed. This is evident in the excessive amount of time
invested in debating over the terms, “Negro,” “Black,” “African,” “African American,” AfroAmerican,” and “Colored.” Each of these terms carry a different meaning according to the time
period it was used in and the generation of the individual that is discussing the term. Nevertheless,
despite whoever expresses their sentiments towards the word, the term itself never loses the
meaning or charge that was originally assigned to it. Similarly, Taylor hinders his contentions by
using the Greek terms Dionysian and Apollonian. Although it is used to portray how the
characteristics of the dominant race (Apollonian/white) tends to prevail over one’s ability to accept
and embrace Black culture as instinct (Dionysian), these terms hold an undertone that propagates
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conventional prejudices such as Blacks being unclean, hypersexual beings (i.e. Mammy, sapphire,
jezebel), lazy, unintelligent, incapable, and partly (if at all) humans. Thus, Taylor’s reference of
Black culture as Dionysian and insisting that these characteristics come naturally to Blacks, makes
his assertions and motives ambiguous.
Overall, Allen, Black, Brannon, and Taylor’s theoretical approach to DuBois’ double
consciousness provides a lot of insight into the ways in which this notion may be interpreted and
applied. Although their contentions are not the be all and end all to understanding how people can
experience this, is does provide means of developing a more concise definition for the purposes of
exploring African Americans in academia within predominately white institutions. Allen in
particular makes it known that this concept cannot be evaluated without considering the language
that is being used to addressed it. As seen in the discussion above, words tend to evolve in meaning
as it is being used by different groups of people and applied in various contexts. Thus, future
studies would also require that terms such as “consciousness,” “culture,” and “assimilation” be
assessed as well. Is consciousness just an awareness of self (and all of his/her intricacies) or is it
one’s perception of self despite limited understanding of external influences? Are there specific
characteristics that everyone who identifies as Black adheres to that explicitly illustrates “Black
culture?” Are there different forms of assimilation that varies for Blacks compared to other races?
Black provides an analysis that seems to be more representative of the American culture.
Because the foundation of the United States’ governance seems to be system racism and
discrimination, it almost becomes inane not to consider this notion in relations to that. Regardless
of the language used during the time period as Allen suggest, it is evident through Black’s
exploration that most movements and concepts are a response to social hierarchies and injustices.
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It wouldn’t suffice to investigate if people are internalizing adverse experiences, without also
investigating the root from which these experiences transpire.
Brannon’s text appears to be a culmination and more tangible method of Black’s and
Allen’s. Because of her introduction of self-schemas and it was evaluated within the student-focus
groups, it seems inevitable for one not to have a self-schema. If understood correctly, self-schemas
naturally develop as one begins to notice things about themselves as a result of personal
experiences as well as the experiences of the society they’re living in. In a way, this text suggest
that everyone experience a level of double consciousness, but it’s a matter of how one navigates it
– independently or interdependently – that impacts the ramifications of it.

3.6

Suggestions for Theoretical Conflict
As indicated in the scholars’ stance towards double consciousness, there is a prevalent

concern with how “culture” is being applied and the implications it has for the individual
experiences of those who identify as African American or Black. Culture, as popularly regarded
to as a “way of life,” also carries the notion that those who fall within that community share a
common benchmark for how life should be pursued - morally, ethically, socially, spiritually, etc.
From outside perspectives, there often appears to be little to no space for agency or individuality
as everyone is expected to hold the same views, likes, and dislikes. Although many within a culture
may have comparable values, they are not identical, nor are their experiences or ways of thinking.
Essentially, there is no way to “be” Black and that’s the inference that comes along with examining
“Black culture.”
However, I’ve noticed through my studies that what many define as Black culture, is
simply rooted in the historical experiences of African American people and/or African
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descendants. Events such as the colonization of Africa, physical slavery, segregation, the Black
Power Movement, institutionalized racism, educational disparities, mass incarceration, police
brutality, objectification of Black women, and much more, have created for most, an identity that
is inevitably tied to a larger assembly. In a sense, in order for one to understand themselves, they
must have knowledge or connections to the experiences of the group from which they originated.
According to an article entitled, “Celebrating African American Culture & History,” it is
explained that,
After emancipation, unique African-American traditions continued to
flourish, as distinctive traditions or radical innovations in music, art, literature,
religion, cuisine, and other fields…For many years African-American culture
developed separately from mainstream American culture, both because of slavery
and the persistence of racial discrimination in America, as well as AfricanAmerican slave descendants' desire to create and maintain their own traditions.
Today, African-American culture has become a significant part of American culture
and yet, at the same time, remains a distinct cultural body.
Thus, it is the shared struggles of our ancestral heritage that causes Blacks to identify so closely
with one another. As the article indicated, this isn’t simply limited to disadvantages that have
occurred, but it creates a similarity among our desired cuisine, music, faith, and more. A great
portion of how we understand ourselves is permeated in the knowledge that our common
backgrounds have molded our perception and approach to life, and our reliance on those who
experience similar detriments is what ties us all together. The weight of having shared struggles
and ancestral heritage is not explicated in the term “culture.” Additionally, “culture” does not
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account for the personal experiences that further shapes the beliefs and values one acquires later
in life. Rather, it only reflects the habits or ways of life of an environment or group of people.
Conclusion
Allen, Black, Brannon, and Taylor’s theoretical approach to DuBois’ double consciousness
provides a lot of insight into the ways in which this notion may be interpreted and applied.
Although their contentions are not the be all and end all to understanding how people can
experience this, is does provide means of developing amore concise definition for the purposes of
exploring African Americans in academia within predominately white institutions. Allen in
particular makes it known that this concept cannot be evaluated without considering the language
that is being used to addressed it. As seen in the discussion above, words tend to evolve in meaning
as it is being used by different groups of people and applied in various contexts. Thus, this study
requires that terms such as “consciousness” be assessed and applied differently as well.
Black provides an analysis that seems to be more representative of the American culture.
Because the foundation of the United States’ governance seems to be systemic racism and
discrimination, it almost becomes inane not to consider this notion in relations to that. Regardless
of the language used during the time period as Allen suggest, it is evident through Black’s
exploration that most movements and concepts are a response to social hierarchies and injustices.
It wouldn’t suffice to investigate if people are internalizing adverse experiences, without also
investigating the root from which these experiences transpire.
All in all, through this exploration, it becomes more evident that there are numerous
approaches to understanding DuBois’ double consciousness – many in which tend to have
overlapping definitions whether by example or an insufficiency in explanation. Nevertheless,
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Black and Taylor’s interpretations appear to be more applicable to the work that is being done with
Black graduate students in predominately white institutions. Unlike Brannon and Allen, Black’s
attention to the historical system of racism offers a more solid footing to understanding why Black
grad students of PWIs, who have graduated from historically Black colleges and universities,
possibly struggle with adjusting to the social climate, program/curriculum, etc.
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CHAPTER 4.

4.1

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

From an HBCU to a PWI
In 1837, Cheyney University, formally known as the African Institute, was established as

the first historically Black college. Prior to the establishment of Historically Black colleges and
universities (HBCUs), Blacks were largely refuted admissions into traditional universities and
colleges, which were all predominantly white. HBCUs were purposefully formed to provide
Blacks with a secondary education. Although they catered to the struggles of African Americans,
they also generously welcomed students of other ethnicities and backgrounds despite still being
excluded from affluent institutions whom had plenty of resources and opportunities. These
predominantly white institutions (PWIs) did not begin to open its doors to Blacks until 1866 when
Berea College was started, and it was not legally integrated until 1950. Although many of the
physical and legal restrictions have been lifted for Blacks to attend other forms of institutions
today, many students of color still choose HBCUs to meet their educational needs. While it is
noticeable why students of color may select to attend an HBCU because of its historical role and
continuous mission to providing opportunities for disadvantaged students, there are also numerous
Black students who are choosing to attend predominately white institutions for various reasons
such as the university’s reputation, resources, and financial support.
Subsequently, one of the focal points of this research is to examine the difference in experiences
for Black students who attended an HBCU for undergraduate school, and now pursue graduate studies
at a predominately white institution. This was done in hopes of gaining insight into how the identity
of Black graduate students have been shaped by the Black community, and possibly challenged or
conflicted once moving to a PWI. The observations made in participants’ responses have been
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analyzed and interpreted to understand the rhetorical approach students have taken to navigating such
spaces. Out of 17 survey participants (one void), 4 students admitted to not having attended an HBCU
for undergrad. However, those who did, credited most of their understanding of self to the HBCU’s
community-like structure (See Figure 1). Respondent two states,
In addition to all of those things [faculty-student dynamics, community-like
atmosphere, campus cultural activities, and minority focused courses], just being in
an environment where being black simultaneously mattered (because it allowed
aspects of black culture to be the norm and you get to witness a variety of blackness)
and didn't matter (It wasn't the first thing someone noticed about you and you didn't
have to be on guard) I was able to explore my identity both beyond and through my
blackness.
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Figure 1
Similar to respondent two’s sentiments, other participants also implied that historically Black
colleges and universities convey an environment that allows for individual performance and
embracement of Blackness to take place. This agency isn’t limited to Blacks who were born in
America, but also to those across the diaspora – ultimately creating a culture of diversity. Respondent
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seventeen disclosed that being in an environment in which one’s Blackness wasn’t projected as
“other” or inferior, was liberating.
Because everyone was black, I got to see the largest diversity of the black American
and even wider diasporic blackness (from exchange and migrant students). So I was
always aware and it was beautiful. At the same time you stop thinking about it after
a certain point and to not have to think about your blackness and live entirely free
of worrying about what people see when you are in the minority was eye opening
and something I don't think I would have found outside an HBCU.
Considering the purpose for which HBCUs were formed, it can be implied that the approach HBCUs
take in aiding Blacks with obtaining educational goals, have also extended to Black students feeling
reassured about their intellect, capabilities, and self-worth. Approximately 65% of the participants
indicated that the faculty-student dynamics at their HBCU largely contributed to their understanding
of self, in addition to approximately 48% attributing it to their campus’ cultural events. In a similar
study conducted by Mahauganee D. Shaw and other scholars at Indiana University, they cite another
scholar who reported that students seemed to achieve more in terms of personal development and
education when matriculating at an HBCU. Also included in the HBCU’s students’ reports is that the
faculty-student engagement was very consistent, and that faculty members were approachable (4).
It’s important to note that these reports are exclusively from students within the STEM field, but it
still allots insight regarding the HBCU students’ experience on a larger scale. Shaw’s findings, along
with student responses from this survey, begs the question of Black students’ rationale for pursuing
graduate studies at a predominantly white institution versus at an historically Black college or
university.
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Research participants were asked, “Which components influenced your decision to pursue
graduate studies at a predominantly white institution?” Thirty-three percent of the participants
responded that the fellowships or funds received, and prestige of the university influenced their
decision to take their educational trajectory to a PWI (see Figure 2). In addition to the ability
institutions like Purdue have to give graduate students financial support, this insinuates that they can
also provide the desired tools or equipment that students need, and that most, if not all, HBCUs have
yet to obtain. This lack of resources could very likely be credited towards many HBCU’s shortage of
funds since private HBCUs operate through alumni giving and donations, or because public HBCUs
receive inequitable funding at state level. Thus, participants of this research, most of who are HBCU
graduates, concur with respondent 17’s sentiments who says, “Access to Equipment and facilities. I
tell people all the time I went to Purdue for the stuff.”

33%

Fellowships or costs

27%

Prestige

■ Fellowships or costs

■ Prestige

Other

■ l ocation

■ Other

Figure 2
While it is evident that PWIs have more funding and, as a result, access to more resources than
HBCUs, it is just as important to consider that research participants ranked “prestige” equally with
“fellowships or cost.” The prestige of an institution tends to be invaluable to students, as most
graduate students are searching for a quality program that has a good reputation in their field.
However, it is possible that this statement inevitably puts HBCUs at a disservice as there is a common
misconception that HBCUs in general do not provide a quality education that adequately prepares
them for their field. Thus, as potential graduate students are considerate of the weight their
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institution’s name contributes to their degree, they could be less likely to complete further studies at
an HBCU. However, there is the occasional case such as respondent 12 who stated,
Purdue was not my first choice. As an African American student who was in
predominantly white schools during grade school, I wanted to graduate from
HBCUs for both undergrad and for veterinary school. Purdue accepted me before
Tuskegee did. I was ultimately accepted at Tuskegee but only after the universal
acceptance day passed. Had I not accepted Purdue, I risked not getting into vet
school.
4.2

Diversity and Inclusion at Purdue

Regardless of the provision Purdue is able to give Black graduate students financially and materially,
approximately 65% of the survey participants do not believe that Purdue creates an environment that
is inclusive to multicultural practices. More specifically, 63% of the participants claim to experience
a varying of identities (or social roles) as a result of being a Black student at a predominately white
institution. When asked to explain what causes a change or challenge in identity being a Black student
at a PWI, students said:
Respondent 1: Be uncomfortable in not knowing whether my whole self will be
accepted. Understanding the need for a professional and a social self. Not wanting
to bring my whole self to the office because I don't want to risk ruining my whole
self/not being valued
Respondent 4: I am experiencing double consciousness... I am trying to stay true
to myself as a Black Woman and trying to still “play the game” that will allow for
me to be successful.
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Respondent 9: Yes because I know there are people at the campus who have not
been around many people like myself.
Respondent 10: Sometimes majority people in power make me feel like they
minimize my academic contributions. I also feel like there are increased
expectations and small margin for human error
Respondent 11: I have to be the acceptable Black student The activist student if
something pops off The professional student because I’m employed here The work
2x hard student because I’m on fellowship here The token Black student when it’s
recruiting time
Each of the participant’s responses reflect a need to compromise or sacrifice their Blackness in an
effort to be accepted by the majority, not be judged by them, and/or simply to accommodate them.
They all reflect the contentions made by Allen in that they experience double consciousness by
viewing themselves through the lens of the dominant group and internalizing it. Their response also
aligns with the contentions of Black as they experience an apparent confliction when striving to make
sense of themselves as Blacks and humans who are racially inferior in a white elitist society.
Conversely, the remaining 35% that identified Purdue as inclusive have a conflicting approach
to how they navigate and/or articulate their experiences. For instance, while saying that Purdue is an
inclusive environment, respondent 3 also indicated that he experiences a fluctuation in self-identity
as a Black student on campus, intentionally changes his behavior for people that “may not have had
interactions with Black students,” and withdraws from others when he convinces himself that he’s
“not "smart" enough or don't contribute enough to a group.” Similarly, respondent 15 also agrees that
Purdue is welcoming to other cultures and groups, but also finds it imperative to change her speech
and hair to appear “more professional” and as not to “draw too much attention.” Though I contend
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that an inclusive atmosphere would not project the need for one to self-sacrifice in order to assuage
the discomfort of the majority, I also take into consideration that their rhetorical actions may be taking
place subconsciously. While their specific environment may indeed be welcoming to their cultural
differences, the students themselves may be unaware of the changes they inhabit. Nevertheless, they
inevitably embody a form of assimilation that requires them to function according to what dominant
society deems as acceptable and appropriate. These students are also imperceptibly culprits of
respectability politics which convinces them to believe that if they accomplish “enough” or do
something “just right,” they will be accepted and seen as equal. Trotting a similar path as the Black
activists previously discussed, they take on the belief that conforming to mainstream’s expectations
and standards would make them exempt from prejudices and injustices.

4.3

Navigating Purdue
In an effort to cope, navigate, or resolve issues as Black students in predominantly white

spaces, 75% of the survey participants deliberately participate in on-campus cultural activities,
organizations, or culturally-diverse settings. Some report that they’re purposeful about seeking such
environments “To get out of my very white department and spend time with other minorities.
Supporting cultural causes.” Similarly, others say that their reason is to find a safe haven during
extreme times of discrimination, and to find solace and security amongst those who share similar
experiences. They state,
Respondent 2: My culture is part of my identity and not one that I'm willing to put
on the back burner. So it is not an option for me to go to a new environment and
not seek those things.
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Respondent 6: I participate in order to find a sense of community on a campus
where I am constantly viewed as the "other". It also aids in the journey to finding
my identity as well as exposes me to other students who struggle with the same
experiences of "otherness".
Respondent 17: My time at Purdue was rather difficult for me. After living 4 y ears
with no one giving your appearance a second thought the adjustment to it being
ever-present is something that takes time. There are certain things about my
cultural identity people outside my culture wouldn't understand without significant
time so I spent a lot of time in MEP [Minorities in Engineering Program] and the
BCC. I also felt like my HBCU experience gave me something to offer the [Black]
undergraduates attending the PWI because I saw a lot of students with what I like
to call "survivors pride" and felt I could offer a new outlook.

10%

41%

34%

14%

Readings

On-campus activities, seminars, or conventmns

Study abroad Opportunities

Other (explain)

■ Readings

■ On-campus activities, seminars, or conventions

■ Study abroad Opportunities

■ Other (explain)

Figure 3
While a significant amount of survey participants are able to discover safe spaces that allow for
them to release and recoup, the remaining 25% present varying reasons as to what prevents them
from accessing culturally-diverse environments. Some of these reasons include time restraints and a
lack of motivation once fulfilling departmental requirements, not having a supportive colleague or
friend to accompany them at different events, or simply a lack of transportation. Nevertheless,
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majority of Black graduate students have intentionally, and successfully, sought out groups or
organizations where discussions and activities are culturally-relevant to their experiences, and where
they feel secure with those around them. This, in turn, has positively contributed to their academic
success at Purdue. 46% says that it allowed them to develop enriching friendships and 35% were able
to receive contacts for networking. Others indicated that they acquired more knowledge about their
culture, gained more confidence in themselves and how they perform their Blackness, and developed
skills that aided them in becoming a better leader and communicator. Overall, the participants of this
survey serve as evidence to Black graduate students’ adamancy to not improve the campus’s cultural
climate.
Though most students find comfort in surrounding support groups, it is essential to highlight
that a smaller percentage of these students believe that their specific graduate program’s curriculum
or method of instruction embraces other cultural practices (see Figure 3). The highest percentage of
students indicated that their program showed inclusivity (or rather acceptance) through on-campus
activities, seminars, or conventions. What may have been unclear or misconstrued through this
question is that some students may have responded simply answering whether or not their program
offered these things, without considering if the activity or seminar itself was intentionally diversitydriven. Nonetheless, presuming that 41% of their programs or departments host culturally-diverse
activities and seminars, only 10% identify their readings as being so. It is important to note that 65%
of the student responses are from the sciences and doesn’t provide much insight into other fields.
Irrespective, this still lends the question of what affect does culturally-relevant material, or lackthereof, have on the experiences or identity of Black graduate students on campus. One may suppose
that an institution that promotes diversity and inclusion also ensures that students receive culturallyrelevant teachings in an effort to transcend the conventional teachings that are geared towards the
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dominant culture. Gloria Ladson-Billings, a pedagogical theorist and instructor in Curriculum and
Instruction at the University of Wisconsin posits that the benefits of incorporating curriculum that
reflects the various cultures represented in a classroom is that it “empowers students intellectually,
socially, emotionally, and politically by using cultural referents to impart knowledge, skills and
attitudes. These cultural referents are not merely vehicles for bridging or explaining, or the dominant
culture; they are aspects of the curriculum in their own right” (page 18). On the contrary, negative
consequences are bound to foster if students do not see their culture or history exemplified in the
curriculum or course’s text, and even within the staffing arrangement within the institution (teachers
and administrators are white and janitors and cafeteria workers are black) (page 20).

4.4

Retention and Building Community
Despite some of the negative experiences Black graduate students have had at a Purdue (i.e. lack

of inclusion, feeling the need to compromise or assimilate, or feeling inadequate, etc.), exactly 50%
of the students have never contemplated unenrolling. In fact, according to Purdue’s Data Digest, the
retention rate of Black graduate students has remained consistent over the past 5 years. More
specifically, the percentage of Black students that have left Purdue without a degree always averaged
between 17-21% over the years for most, if not all cohorts.
2015 Cohort Progress Over Time
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2015
Select detail cohort:

2015

Years from start:
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■
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This reveals that the retention of Black graduate students is not changing drastically over the years.
However, this doesn’t negate that Black graduate students left the university in relatively impactful
amounts considering the number of them that are accepted each year. As shown in figure 4, there
were 76 Black graduate students enrolled at Purdue’s 2015 cohort. Thirteen students withdrew that
same year, followed by 16 more in 2016. By 2017, a total of 44 Black graduate students had left
Purdue without a degree – totaling approximately 58% of the original cohort. Similarly, the year
before in 2014, a total of 82 Black graduates were enrolled, with 12 withdrawing that same year, and
a total of 58 students from this cohort leaving by 2017 – totaling approximately 70% of the original
cohort withdrawing from Purdue without a degree. Although these statistics do not disclose if students
are leaving a particular program more than others (although approximately 65% of the participants
are in the sciences, with the most being 26% from the College of Veterinary Medicine), it does show
that the larger Black graduate cohort greatly decreases by the end of the cohort’s expected graduation
year.
Contrarily, the withdrawal rate of white graduate students isn’t as alarming. According to
figure five, 1,159 white graduate students enrolled in Purdue’s 2015 cohort. 110 students withdrew
that same year, followed by 150 more in 2016. By 2017, a total of 421 white graduate students had
left Purdue without a degree – totaling approximately 36.3% of the original cohort compared to the
Black cohort’s 58%. Again, the year before in 2014, a total of 1,149 white graduate students were
enrolled, with 110 withdrawing that same year, and a total of 589 students from this cohort leaving
by 2017 – totaling approximately 51.4% of the original cohort withdrawing from Purdue without a
degree compared to the Black graduate cohort’s 70% that same year. All in all, the drop-out rate for
Black graduate students is evidently higher than their white counterparts notwithstanding the lesser
amount of Black graduate students that are accepted yearly.
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2015 Cohort Progress Over Time
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While this survey doesn’t reveal why white graduate students leave Purdue, research participants who
indicated that they have contemplated remaining stated,
Respondent 2: 2 years was the limit for me. Stopped at masters. I learn best in an
environment where I am comfortable and the academic environment from both a
racial and classroom culture perspective caused me to contemplate leaving several
times
Respondent 4: I just don’t like dealing with the microaggressions but the only way
to combat that in an institute of high learning would be to go to a HBCU for
graduate school. However, most HBCUs do not have prestigious graduate
programs.
Respondent 7: The environment and the lack of respect for all races has made me
contemplate being here. This has mostly been off campus reasons, but a few were
classmates.
Respondent 11: Mitch Daniels The white Greeks especially the frats Mitch Daniels
Not a lot of Black people here The white nationalist groups allowed here on campus
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Respondent 14: I'd rather not stay beyond my current graduate education. I
Definitely look forward to being somewhere with a REAL sense & mission of
creating spaces for diversity & having it be an integral part of the education.
While the retention rate of Black graduate students at Purdue has not changed significantly, and
presumably isn’t affected by the way students experience double consciousness, it does call for an
evaluation of the community Purdue creates to welcome minority students, and the strategies put
forth to foster an atmosphere that is conducive to their holistic wellbeing.
Brittini R. Brown introduces her text regarding the development of Black identities at PWIs
by discussing that the purpose of a college education is to aid students in discovering purpose and
meaning for their life. She observes that a great portion of Blacks students, particularly in the
sciences, choose to attend institutions that “have struggled historically to provide environments where
Black students can successfully develop their identity” and thus, she questions a predominantly white
university’s ability to successfully develop a Black student’s identity. Brown contends that students
will ultimately develop a conflict between who they’re expected to be as forthcoming scientists, and
their cultural identity. Although this doesn’t portray the entire Black graduate population, it provides
insight into the community that needs to be developed to better cultivate the experiences of Black
students. Elements such as faculty-student relationships and culturally-relevant curriculum are
essential to initiating a more suitable campus client for marginalized students. It is also vital to
consider more complex elements such as the representation of Blacks on campus, quantitatively and
qualitatively. More specifically, as Brown states, “increase the presence of Black faculty members,
hence, increasing the opportunity for Black students to build relationships and engage with professors
and potential mentors who share a similar racial/ethnic background.” Brown explains that this
stratagem requires:
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1.

Increasing the admittance of Black students to be adequately proportionate to the percentage
of Black youth in the United States. This, in turn, will also provide more chances for students
to build friendships with other students who share similar experiences and cultural
backgrounds.

2.

Construct curriculum that reflect topics and concerns that are pertinent to Black students of
all disciplines. This will assist the student in drawing authentic correlations between who they
are racially, ethnically, and academically.

3.

Collaborate with local HBCUs in an effort to provide Black students at PWIs opportunities
for cultural events, activities, and social engagement that is not offered on their campus.

4.

Provide impartial support and encouragement to clubs, organizations, and programs that aim
to promote inclusivity and scholarly opportunities to the Black student population.

Undoubtedly, this list is not all inclusive, but is certainly a starting point to improving the culture
of PWIs for Black students. It sheds light on the university’s need to not only accept Black
students, but to also invest in their education by producing a community that will allow them to
grow and develop intellectually and personally.
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CHAPTER 5.

5.1

CONCLUSION

Concluding Thoughts
This study reveals that, despite leeway given legally for equity in educational advancement,

systemic racism and marginalization is still prevalent - even within prominent research institutions
that promote diversity and inclusion. More specifically, the survey responses reveal that Black
graduate students at predominantly white institutions experience a conflict of identity that is further
perpetuated through a campus climate that disregards the holistic cultivation of Black students. As
a result, each student’s response to the survey correlates with at least one of the scholars’
theoretical approach to double consciousness. For instance, Allen’s theory suggests that double
consciousness be understood as not only being cognizant of the negative, stereotypical perceptions
the dominant culture may have of you, but also receiving their viewpoint as truth. Clearly, Allen
viewed double consciousness as being a form of assimilation, specifically when one does not
attempt to debunk it. Although this may not have been explicitly stated in the results, some of the
students’ rhetorical responses indicating conformity for the sake of being accepted makes it so.
While some of the survey participants were well aware of racial prejudices that exist on
campus (though not internalizing it), many made a conscious effort to engage in conversations
with others of similar experiences, in an effort to find a safe space and brainstorm methods to
combat injustices. This is similar to Black’s perception of double consciousness as he not only
wanted others to recognize that the conflict of identity is a result of a racist, capitalist system, but
that it should also be a call of solidarity amongst all who experience it.
Similar to Black, Brannon’s theoretical approach to double consciousness was defined as an
awareness of self and various evidences of living in a racist society. One of Brannon’s mechanisms
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for dealing with double consciousness is to foster an interdependence on others who share the same
cultural struggles. Like the participants in Brannon’s research, the students of this study recognized
their dual identity and used it for their academic success by seeking opportunities to network and
build relationships with those of similar circumstances (see Figure 6).
what ways has participating in cultural activities or groups contributed to your academic success?

35%

Provided contacts for networking (35%)

■ Provided contacts for networking

46%

~5%

Developed enriching friendships {46%)

■ Developed enriching friendships

■ No contribution

r(

Other

Figure 6
Finally, Taylor suggested that double consciousness limits the way Blacks are permitted to
view themselves or perform their blackness. He suggests that it is a concept that requires Blacks
to evaluate how their personal experiences shape their identity, but to be aware of how one’s social
environment may influence that as well. One of Taylor’s main contentions of not viewing double
consciousness as a “cultural” dilemma that was evident throughout the survey responses is that the
Black experience is not monolithic. Although many of the Black graduate students share a
collective struggle, they all do not have the same beliefs, morals, perspective, or ways of
approaching life.
Overall, the outcome of this study did not present unanticipated results, unfortunately. It
shows that despite laws, programs, and diversity and inclusion initiatives, an adequate and holistic
education is still only freely given to the privileged. True consideration for being viewed and
treated as human is still slightly out of reach, and the bootstrap method is still in full affect. This
research did, however, give Black graduate students a voice that hopefully will provide others with
another angle of examining and addressing social injustice in higher education. It is also hopeful
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to know that in the face of adversity, there are still Black students serving as scholar-activists,
working in their respective fields to create change within our educational system and for other
Black scholars to come.

5.2

Recommendations for Future Research
To expand this project for future research, one of my main aims would be to gain access to

a larger, more active pool of Black graduate students. Considering Purdue’s graduate cohorts only
contain approximately 6% Black students, the number of participants was expected to be low.
However, receiving more feedback from students in all disciplines will not only assist in
substantiating claims, but would also provide a wider perspective on the ways double
consciousness can be experienced, and if certain fields or graduate programs are more inclusive to
other cultural practices.
Another aspect of this research that will be explored more is students’ perspective on how
Purdue has contributed to their understanding of self. As indicated in figure 7, 50% of the survey
participants believe that being a Black student at a PWI has positively influenced how they see
themselves. In comparison to the other responses received, this seems to be conflicting, however,
because this was not a contingency question that requested an explanation, an unbiased analysis
cannot be given. Additionally, a noticeable trend from the responses is that some students
identified as Black versus African American. From research and previous dialogues with
colleagues, each label has a connotation and history that makes one’s reasoning for choosing one
over the other very imperative. Such information would be conducive to adequately exploring
student’s perception of self, the rhetoric used to describe their experiences, and the actions they
take to combat particular issues.
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Listed below are questions that were not included but would be helpful for future studies as
they provide more social context about students’ backgrounds which allow for me to draw
connections between their experience in various social settings, and their current perspective.
1. What was your reasoning for choosing an HBCU for undergrad?
2. Did your parents attend college?
3. Did you receive a scholarship or some sort of funding to attend school?
4. What is survivor’s pride?
5. Is there a shift in faculty-student dynamics for undergrads vs. grad? What is it?
6. What percent of the Black students recruited actually come from PWIs vs. HBCUs?
7. How many students of color are recruited through various diversity and inclusion programs
at Purdue, and decide to attend for graduate studies? How many of these students are from
HBCUs?
8. Does social/racial climate during a particular timeframe affect retention rate of students?
9. Provide a definition for “prestigious.” Discuss who or what determines what that is.
10. Do you participate in Purdue’s diversity recruitment efforts? Why or why not?

■ Positively (50%)

■ It

■ Negatively (19%)

hasn't influenced my understanding of self. (31%)

Figure 7
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APPENDIX A.

Groupme Message
Hey everyone! I am conducting research to explore how Black graduate students, specifically
those who have graduated from an HBCU and now attend a PWI, understand and experience
double consciousness, & the implications this may have for the retention rate of Black graduate
students at Purdue. I would greatly appreciate it if you would take 10-15 minutes to complete
this survey.
http://bit.ly/2HdvYUv
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APPENDIX B.

Research Participant Consent Form
Title: “Exploring Double Consciousness: The Rhetoric and Retention of Black Graduate
Students at Predominantly White Institutions”
This research project focuses on experiences of African American graduate students who have
graduated from Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and now pursue graduate
studies at predominately white institutions (PWIs), and the implications of their experiences on
the retention rate of Black graduate students at Purdue University. You must be at least 19 years
of age or older to participate in this study if you are an associate of this population.
You will be asked to answer approximately 20 open and close-ended survey questions about your
experiences at different public institutions of higher education. The questions asked are related to
your specific educational experiences at HBCUs and PWIs. Please read this form carefully and
ask any questions you may have before agreeing to take part in the survey. The survey will take
approximately 10-15 minutes to complete.
Risks and benefits: There are no risks associated with your participation in this research project.
However, answering questions about your lived experiences, opinions, and feelings may be
interpreted as sensitive and make you feel uncomfortable. At any point during the study, you may
voluntary withdraw.
Compensation: There will be no compensation offered for your participation in this survey.
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Confidentiality: Your answers for this interview will be kept strictly confidential.
Taking part is voluntary: Taking part in this survey is strictly voluntary. You are free to decide
not to participate in this study or to withdraw at any time without adverse effects or affecting
your relationship with the investigator.
If you have questions: The researcher conducting this survey is Kimberly Broughton. Please
feel free to ask any questions you may have prior to proceeding with this survey. If you have
questions at the conclusion of the survey, you may contact Kimberly Broughton at
kbrought@purdue.edu. If you have any questions or concerns regarding your rights as a
participant in this survey, you may contact Purdue’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) at (765)
494-5942 or access their website at https://www.irb.purdue.edu/.

Statement of Consent: I have read the above information and consent to take part in the study.
[Check box]
Directions: Please complete the following questions as completely and accurately as possible. The
survey is anonymous, and all information will be strictly confidential. The survey should take
approximately 10-15 minutes of your time, and you may stop at any time.
Thank you for your time and willingness to participate in this survey.
1. From your experience at a HBCU, which of the following contributed to your understanding
of your identity? Check all that apply
a. Faculty-student dynamics
b. Community-like atmosphere
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c. Campus Cultural activities
d. Minority-focused Courses
e. ____________________
2. Which components influenced your decision to pursue graduate studies at a predominately
white institution? Check all that apply
a. Fellowships or costs
b. Prestige
c. Location
d. ____________________
3. Do you deliberately participate in on-campus cultural activities, organizations, or culturallydiverse settings? (YES/NO)
4. What are your reasons for participating or not participating?
5. In what ways has participating in cultural activities or groups contributed to your academic
success? Check all that apply.
a. Provided contacts for networking
b. Developed enriching friendships
c. No contribution
d. ____________________
6. Do you believe that Purdue creates an environment that is inclusive to multicultural students?
(YES/NO)
7. Do you experience a varying of identities (or social roles) as a result of being a Black student
at a predominately white institution? (YES/NO)
8. If “Yes” to the previous question, what do you feel are the reasons for these experiences?
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9. To what extent does being in a predominately white environment influence your
understanding of self?
a. Positively
b. Negatively
c. It hasn’t influenced my understanding of self.
10. Do you have difficulty with responding to how white society constructs your identity?
(YES/NO)
11. In what ways has your graduate program’s curriculum or method of instruction embraced
other cultural practices?
a. Readings
b. On-campus activities, seminars, or conventions
c. Study abroad Opportunities
d. Other (explain)
12. Have you ever intentionally adjusted your behavior, either as an act of resistance or
conformity, as a result of negative viewpoints you assumed existed? (YES/NO)
13. If “Yes” to the previous question, please explain.
14. Have personal experiences or other motives generated any contemplation about remaining
enrolled at Purdue? (YES/NO)
15. If “Yes” to the previous question, please explain.
16. Level of Education:
17. College/School (i.e. College of Liberal Arts, etc.):
18. Undergraduate Institution:
19. Gender:
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20. Ethnicity/Race:
21. Additional Comments:
Thank you for participating in this survey.
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Tutor. Cross Elementary School, Cross, SC (August 2012 – May 2016)
Assist students with learning math, reading, writing, and science and supported the Title I
Facilitator and Instructional Coach with engagement activities.
Writing Consultant. Claflin University’s Writing Center, Orangeburg, SC (January 2013 –
April 2015)
Assisted students with all forms of writing and offered suggestions for improvement.

Honors and Awards
National Awards
Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellow (June 2014-May 2016)
Two-year scholastic fellowship for undergraduate, minority scholars aiming to pursue graduate
studies and work in academia – Approximately $1890 per semester.
Lindon Barrett Scholars Mentoring Program (Summer 2015)
Research internship at the University of California, Riverside that prepares selected
undergraduates from historically black institutions for graduate study in English, particularly in
the field of African American literature and culture – Approximately $3000.
Delta Sigma Theta, Inc. Scholarship (August 2012 & August 2013)
Scholarship awarded annually (Received 2x) – Approximately $2500.
National Society of Leadership and Success (Sigma Alpha Pi) (December
2013) Lifetime membership and access to scholarships based on academic
excellence.
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Miss NAAAHP (National Association of African American Honors Programs) (November
2012)
Academic organization that provides African American honors students the opportunity to
network, present scholarly research, and compete academically.
State Awards
Palmetto Life Scholarship (August 2012-May 2016)
Merit-based scholarship for South Carolina Residents enrolled in college/university –
$5000 annually.
SC Tuition Grant (August 2012-May 2016)
Need-based grant assistance for South Carolina residents who are pursuing an
undergraduate degree full time – Approximately $3100
Claflin University Awards
Dean’s List (August 2012-December 2014)
4.0 GPA
Alice Carson Tisdale Scholarship (August 2012-May 2016)
Four-year scholarships based on academic excellence, leadership potential, and
community service – Covers full tuition and room and board.
Sigma Tau Delta Honors Society (2014-Present)
An international English Honor Society used to promote community literacy through
undergraduate, graduate, and professional students who excel in English Language, Literature,
and Writing.
Conference Presentations
National Conference for Undergraduate Research (University of NC, Asheville, April 2016)
Reshaping the Black Liberation Struggle
Claflin University’s Research Day (Claflin University, March 2016)
Studying Black Women Rhetors since the Black Power Movement
UNCF/Mellon Mays South Eastern Regional Conference (Rice University, November 2015)
Rhetorically Analyzing the Discourse of Angela Davis
Claflin University’s Annual Pedagogy Conference (Claflin University, October 2015)
The Influence of Male Dominance on the Choices of Female Characters in The Color Purple
Lindon Barrett Scholars Research Presentation (University of CA, Riverside, August
2015) Analysis of Angela Davis’ Rhetorical Strategies in her “Open Defense Statement”
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Claflin University’s African American Literature Conference (Claflin University,
November 2014)
The Rhetoric of Black Women’s Liberation in the 20th Century
Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship Micro-Teaching Presentation (Emory University,
June 2014)
The Art of Rhetorical Speaking
Tutor. Mellichamp Elementary School, Orangeburg, SC (August 2013 – January 2014)
Provided academic support to students in math, reading, writing, and science; validate the
transfer of knowledge.
Peer Counselor. Claflin University’s Upward Bound, Orangeburg, SC (Summer 2013)
Helped incoming college freshmen with their transition from high school to college while
assisting them with college level math and science.
Tutor. Boys and Girls Club of Orangeburg, SC (August 2012 - January 2013) Assisted
students with improving their skillset and retention in math, reading, and writing.

Tutor. Brookdale Elementary School, Orangeburg, SC (August 2012 – January 2013)
Assisted students with learning to read.
Campus Involvement
Honors Council – Corresponding Secretary
University 101 Peer Mentor
Orientation Leader
Wesley Foundation Campus Ministry - Student Board
Computer and Marketable Skills
Adobe Illustrator
Microsoft Office Word, PowerPoint

